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The sponges a brief description of whicli is now given were
lately purchased, together with some examples of Meyerina
clavajhrmis and Bossella p>hilij)j)inensisj by Mr. S. T. Martin,

of Altringham, from the friends of an English resident at

Cebu, and by his kindness and liberality have now been
added to the collection in the Liverpool Free Museum.
They are said to have been obtained by diving, and there-

fore, if this was the case, were probably procured at a depth
not exceeding 10 fathoms. One of them is a neio species

of the genus Hrjalonema^ which it is ])roposed to name after

the island from the neighbourhood of which it was obtained.

The other is a fine specimen of Laharia hemisj^hwrica, Gray,
in very good condition, and, having the anchoring-spicules

in situ and the base perfect, affords an opportunity of settling

the doubts which have hung around the first example brought
to this country (by Dr. Meyer). Both were sent to England
in a dry state.

Hyalonema celuense, n. sp., mihi. PI. XXI. fig. 1.

In general form the sponge resembles a sculptor's mallet
which has become indented on its sides by repeated blows
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on the head of the chisel, the handle being represented

by a twisted ro))e-like anchoring appendage. The colour is

light sponge-yellow. The dennal suiface, now entire only

on the lower half of the sponge, consists of a latticework,

generally of a light grey colour, following the gentle undu-

lations of the exterior of the mass, and is entirely " pore-

area." There are no "vent-ridges" as in Meyerina chtra--

formis ; but at the top of the sponge is an irregular fuiniel-

shaped cloacal oritice communicating with cavities in the

centre of the mass. The glass-rope-like anchoring appen-

dage has been imbedded for half its length in the sandy

bottom of the sea, has a strong spiral twist, issues from the

sponge as a cord, and, cord-like, ])asses up through fully two
thirds of the head. The latticework of the surface is covered

by a sarcodic investing membrane, pierced with pores over

the interstices, which pores are bordered by the arms of a little,

dermal spicule (to be more particularly described hereafter)

whose points touch each other, thus forming a lesser lattice-

work within the interstices of the larger one. The pores tlius

situated lead at once into the general canal-system, which
consists of very large and small passages, usually with rather

thin walls, and having an areolar appearance. Some of the

large canals take a vertical course towards the depression at

the top of the sponge ; others run directly across it into the

central cavities ; but all communicate directly or indirectly

with these cavities —which arc more or less ovate in form, and
extend up and down the sponge round the cord or fixed end

of the anchoring rope.

The spicules composing the glass rope are of one kind only,

12 to 14 inches long, and fusiform. The fixed end of this spicule

or that part Avithin the sponge, is smooth j and the surface of

the free portion is also smooth i'or half or tAvo thirds of its ujjper

part ; biit after this it begins gradually to present what a})pears

to be a broken spiral line, which by degrees becomes wider.

Soon the line becomes a ledge, the perpendicular margin of

which looks towards the sponge; and on the ledges are found

thin pointed flat s])ines or teeth standing up side by side

in a row or line. ]5y degrees the ledges carrying many teeth

subside into brackets carrying a single s])ine only, when
the spicule has an undulating or sinuous aj)pearanec for a

short distance and finally a short, smooth, straight portion,

Avhen, having reached its greatest amount of attenuation (viz.

about l-400th of an inch in diameter), it again gradually SAvells

out to l-300th of an inch, and then ends in a small, thick,

conical or milre-shajjcd head, with four short round arms,,

recurved and ojipositc or at right angles to each other, the

I
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head (including tlic arms) being about as broad as long, viz.

l-150tli of an inch (fig. 9) —that is, about three or four times

less in diameter than the thickest part of the shaft, which is

much nearer the free than the fixed end.

The spicules of the latticework (fig. 2) are of three kinds :

—

1, a strong five-rayed or nail-like form, consisting of a vertical

shaft })uinted at one end, and carrying at the other four rather

long, robust, horizontal arms at right angles to the shaft and
to each other ; the shafts of these spicules are fixed in the

general sponge-mass vertically ; and the arms of each extend

towards, meet, and overlap those of others horizontally, thus

forming the square-shaped meshes of the larger latticework
;

2, long, slender, fusiform, acerate spicules, which lie upon the

arms of the large nail-like forms longitudinally, and help to

strengthen the lines of the latticework ; 3, small crucially

headed spicules of the nail-like form, the shaft of which is

much longer than the arms of the head, and furnished all

round throughout the greater part of its length with long

spines, which are bent obliquely outwards and extend to the

pointed end, giving the whole a plumose appearance ; the arms,

which are nearly smooth, are pointed, opposite, and at right

angles to the shaft and to each other (fig. 8). These spicules

are generally found in pairs, with the shafts close together and
the arms obliquely crossing each other as they rest upon those

of the large nail-like spicules ;
also throughout the areas of

the large meshes, where their nail-like heads are fixed in the

dermal membrane, with the common shaft standing outwards,

and the points of the arms touching those of their neighbours,

so as to divide the large meshes of the latticework into a

number of smaller ones, each of which is converted into a

round hole or pore by the dermal sarcode.

But amongst the spicules of the surface must be mentioned
a very large, stout, acerate spicule, closely resembling that

found by Mr. H. J. Carter in the stem of Crater omorplia

Meyeri^ measuring in its average largest size about 4-12ths
of an inch in length by l-66th at its broadest part. It is

occasionally found under the arms of the large nail-like

spicules, but generally together Avith long slender acerates

(both smooth and spined), composing strong fibrous lines,

Avhich contribute to support the latticework and to connect

it with the general sponge-mass (PI. XXII. fig. 1).

The spicules of the general structure are : —1, large and
small nail-like forms, with smooth shafts and arms ; 2, long,

slender, smooth, fusiform acerates ; 3, the same, witii four

large tubercles on the middle of the spicule, or abortive rays;

4, long, thin, fusiform-accrate, thieklv spined throughout, the

27*
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spines bent, and all pointing towards one and the same end of

the spicule ; 5, fusitorni-accratOj sj)arscly .sj)ined throusxljont,

but the spines on each half ])(>iiitini;- ri'sjiec'tivi'ly towartl.s the

midd/e ot' the spicule (PI. XXI. Ii<^. .•})
; (>, the laru^c stout,

smooth acerate (whose nieasurcuicnts have just been stated),

conspicuous from its great size amongst the other forms with

which it is associated (PI. XXII. fig. 1) ; 7, slender, smooth,

crucial or four-armed spicules, the arms horizontal and at

right angles to each other; 8, similar-shaped s})icules, larger

than the last named, but barbed harpuuu-like towards the

ends of the arms (PI. XXI. lig. 4) ; \), .snudl scxradiate forms

furnished with rather long spines, wiiicii counuence about half-

way along the rays, shooting out in the direction of their

points and bent upon themselves outwards (fig. 5) ; 10, a nail-

like fonn with short straight arms and long plumose shaft, sj)ines

rather short; 11, large eight-armed birotulates, about l-90th

of an inch in length, with dome-shaped lieads and four or eight

tubercles, chietlj confined to a ring round the middle of the

shaft ; 12, a small eight-anned birotulate of slender fonn,

about 1 -225th of an inch in length (fig. 6), the shaft of

which is studded throughout with short obtusely pointed

spines, the heads not dome-sha])ed but pointed ; 13, a very

minute birotulate, averaging 1-I2o0th of an inch in length,

having the appearance of bearing only two arnis at each end

(fig. 7), but, when carefully focused endwise, is .seen to be

multihamate, the normal number of its arms being probably

eight, though in some instances six only can be counted, whilst

in others ten may be seen, the shaft spined more or less

throughout, and the heads dome-shaped ; this minute spicule

is found in great numbers in the dermal sarcode, as well as

generally throughout the sponge.

The long fusiform-acerate spicules form the fibrous lines of

the general structure, on which are seen the large birotulates

and the long-shafted plumose forms ; whilst the crucial s])icules

are found in the sarcode of the walls of the canals. ]\Iost of

the acerate forms are of the sexradiate type, as is evident from

the cross in the central canal in the middle of the spicule
; but

the main shaft only is produced, the arms either not being

produced at all or appearing only as tubercles.

The spicules of the sponge immediately embracing or sur-

rounding the glass rope where it issues from the mass are

several varieties or modifications of the sexradiate tyY>e. There

is no Polype on the rope, nor any membranous covering of any

kind. The .sponge-head is grooved inwards circuhirly round

the rope, as a pear often is round the stalk
;

and the plumose

spicules of the dermal latticework can be traced close up to the
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i"opc, wliich is there surruumled by an irreguhir line of closely

packed, small, sexraJiatc spicules interspersed with plain and
tubercled acerates. The form most noticeable here is a crucial-

shaped spicule (PI. XXII. fig. 2), the arms of which measure

about l-10()th of an inch in length, strai,i;ht or more or less bent

towards the extrcntities, and closely studded near the points

with short, obtusely pointed, vertical sjjincs, wluLdi appear

to represent the '^ cijUadro-cruciform " sj)icules of Hijaloaenia

Steholdii fif^ured by Dr. Bowerbank (B. S. vol. i. p. 252,

pi. vi. figs. 153-156), the "spi'nicruces^^ (?) of Brandt. Another
prominent spicule is the smooth-armed nail-like form, and the

same furnished near the ends of the arms with short obtusely

pointed spines. There are also many extremely slender

long-armed crucial and six-rayed spicules, with the arms of

varying lengths, sometimes smooth and sometimes furnished

sparingl}^ with long spines bent in some instances towards the

points, in other cases towards the base of the arms. There
is also a develo})ment of the four-armed plumose spicule into

the sexradiate form, another shaft opposite the plumose one
being projected, rather longer than the other, and thickly

studded, like the crucial arms (which are nearly as long as

the plumose shaft), with short obtusely pointed spines : some-

times also this form occurs with only two of the crucial

arms produced. The minute birotulate, too, is very numerous
here.

The height of the sponge, measuring from the part from
which the anchoring rope issues, is about 5^ inches, its breadth

is about 4f inches; and the length of glass rope visible is nearly

10 inches, with a diameter of | an inch close to the sponge.

JIab. Marine.

Loc. Cebu, Philippine Islands.

Obs. The fact of the sponge having lost the latticework

covering on its upper half, and the canal-system being in

consequence either exposed or covered with a matted mass
of spicules, led at first to the inference that it had become
detached from the sea-bottom, and had either been cast up on
the shore or had been rolling about for some time on its sides,

and had so accumulated the matted mass from without. But
when it Avas found that the mass contained only the spicules

of the species, it appeared unlikely that it had been so gathered

up ;
for if the sponge had been rolling about on the sea-bottom,

the matted part would probably have contained a number of

spicules belonging to many other sponges. On consulting

Mr. H. J. Carter, F.R.S., who has been most kind in ex-
pressing his opinion on this sponge, in pointing out diflferent

points of special interest, and in reviewing and discussing the
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observations made with the view of establishing^ tliem, and so

very nuiterially hclpinii: in the description, he siij;u:osted what
appears to be the true solution of the dilheulty. He accounts

for the existence of the niatteil mass by finding- that the sponge
has been attacked by a J///<v)/--like fungus, which has been

gradually destroying the sai'code and eating into the sponge-

substance ; and as the sarcode has disappeared, the spicules

losing their natural suj)port have fallen together into the

matted mass, wliich in this state now covers over much of the

upi^er portion of the si)ongc. Although the sj)eclnien is thus

rendered imperfect so far as the entirety of the latticework

goes, it is nevertheless highly interesting as showing the

ravages of the j)ai-asitic fungoid growth, whose mycelium is

found in great quantity not only on the surface, but gradually

extending into the mass, and spi-eading everywhere its bright

little s])orules in extreme abundance.

Tiie sponge itself, again, is interesting on account of the

glass rope being without its usual parasite, viz. the incrusting

Polype {Pahjtliod)^ which is still held by a few persons to be

a part of the sponge (its "oscula" !), and by some to belong

to the glass rope, on which they say the sponge is parasitic

—

in o]jposition to the more generally received impression, now
confirmed by this specimen, that the glass ro])e is the stem or

anchoring appendage of the sponge, upon which the Polype is

parasitic.

The twisted stem or glass rope is almost identical with

that of Hi/ahnema Sieboldii: the surface of the spicules com-
posing it hardly differs except towards the lower part, where
the difference is only sufficient to indicate a variety ; while

the anchoring head or termination is of the same charactci-

—

namely, mitre-shajied with four opposite arms. Tiie free ends,

however, of these spicules in the .Tapanese si)ecimens are

generally broken off; but an example exists in the Liverpool

Free Museum (no. 10. 9. 68. 1) in which many of the termi-

nations remain ; and Mr. Lam*ence Ilardman, of Kock Ferry,

also has a specimen, received last year through his son from

the island of Inosima, in which the free ends are in a

tolerably perfect condition. In the latter cxam])le these spicules

terminate, as in //. cehuense, in four short, bluntly pointed,

rounded arms, recurved and opposite, or at right angles to

each other, the head and arms being about as broad as long, and

measuring 1-1 70th of an inch. In the Liverpool-Frce-

Museum specimen, however, the terminations, although of the

same character, present modifications of the four opposite

arms : that is to say, sometimes four rather shorter arms appear

between the four principal arms, making eight arms in all

;

sometimes just above the four arms on the smooth shaft are
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prominences or swelliiif^s, wliich .'ifj^aln (as in fi;^. lO) are 9,0

developed as to form a double set of four arms, one set capjjin;^

the other. The Liverpool-Museum s])ecimen bears the usual

Polype
; the Inosima example, in which the glass rope is

short, has no Polype on it.

The existence of tlie large stout aceratc spicules in the sur-

face-structure of Ihjalonema cchuense is a noticeable feature
;

similar spicules quite as large are found in the Japanese

Ilyaloneraas —not on the surface, however, Init, together with

other acerate spicules, forming the fibrous lines of the general

internal structure, being probably most numerous round the

fixed part of the stem.

It is interesting to notice the relationships which seem to

exist between the various kinds of Ilexactinellid sponges, as

shown in the ])ecullar forms of spicules differently develo|)ed

in some, appearing in greater or less quantities in other S[)ecies,

and occupying different positions in the general structure of

the different sponges, but which would perhaps occupy too much
space to describe in detail here. All such observations, how-
ever, lead to the conclusion that the peculiar features of the

various anchoring appendages, adopted by Mr. IT. J. Carter

as the means of distinguishing genera, are the most remark-
able and most easily noticeable for this purpose.

Remarks hy ^Ir. Carter.

In bringing to notice Hyalonema cebuense, Mr. Higgin has

described and illustrated a sponge which, if not sufficiently

different from Ifyalonema Sieboldii, Gray, to constitute a new
species, is at least deserving of the separate designation which
has been given to it.

Here we have, in the first place, a full-grown Hyalonema
with an entire absence of the parasitic Polype which usually

corticates the upper pai't of the cord !

We have also obtained through it the free termination of

the anchoring-spicule of which the cord is composed in the

Hyalonemata^ which was previously uidcnown ; and moreover
Mr. Higgin has shown that in both Hyalonema Sieholdii and
H. cebuense the principle of formation is the same, viz. a mitre-

shaped inflation with four spines or arms recurved and oppo-
site : also in Mr. Ilardman's specimen, to which Mr. Higgin
has alluded, it is stated to be four-armed opposite, the same
" as in H. cebuense]^'' while the Polype, too, is absent from the

cord of this specimen. But it so happens that the specimen
which Mr. Higgin kindly sent me of an anchoring-spicule

from this cord had eight arms or spines each opposite each
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other on the mitre-shaped inflation of the head, and not four

above and four below, as delineated by !Mr. Hip:2;in (PI. XXI.
fig. 10) from the spceimen of Ifi/a/onema Sicholdll in the

Liverpool Free Museum. This shows that, besides /owr arms
recurved and opposite on a niitre-shaped inflation being the

princij)le on whieli the head of the anclioring-sj)ieule is formed
generally in the Ifi/aloncmafd, it is subject to the modifications

mentioned in all these si)eciinens.

As regards the bearing of this " principle of formation
"

on the termination of the anchoring-spicules of the genus
Bossella^ in which there are also four opposite arms, it will

be seen by comparing the two that there is no " inflation
"

in BosseUdj but the arms come off from the end of the spicule

directly
; also that the diameter of the head, taken in its en-

tirety, is for greater than that of any part of the shaft —which
is the opposite in Hi/ahneina^ in which the so-called " arms "

are little more than spines, while in Bossella, from their size

and length, they are really " arms ;" lastly, that the shafts of

the anchoring-spicules in the genus Bossella are not spined,

but smooth.

The large " birotulate, no. 11 ," p. 380, appears to be the full-

grown size of the minute or embryonal one " no. 13," as evi-

denced by gradationary development in a fragment of Hi/aIo~

nema Sieholdii mounted in Canada balsam
;

while the dif-

ferences in form do not amount to more tlian modifications of

the normal type —consisting of a shaft, and eight arms opposite

and recurved, all round each end ;
which arms being knife-

shaped Avith their thin edges respectively extended into a

falcate form towards the shaft, with which they are thus

united, constitutes this flesh-spicule the representative among
the Hexactinellid sponges of the common equianchorate.

The " spinicruces " of Brandt, so well figured by Dr.

Bowerbank (Brit. Spong. vol. i. pi. vi. figs. 153-1.07, p. 252),

have their representatives, as stated by 3Ir. Higgin (p. 381),
in the crucial spicules with spined extremities, so abundant
just where the sponge-head joins the cord in Hyalonema
cebuense (PI. XXII. fig. 2).

They are sirailarlv situated in //. Siehohlii and in //. /w,s/-

tanicum ; but we do not find that they extend upwards further

than this.

In some very small specimens of //. hisitanicum dredged

up oft' the Butt of the Lewis on board II.M.S. ' Porcupine

'

both with and without the Polype, these spicules are equally

abundant at the point mentioned ; while the cord in //. hisi-

tanicum, not stopping halfway up the sponge-head as in

n. SidiolJiij but passing entirely through the head so as to
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ciiil at tlu' suinniit in a little conical point, aft'ords ample
nj)p(utunity in //. htsifaiiiriiiu to search for the '' spinieriices

"

throughout its whole len,i;th within the .sj)()nge-hea(l ; tor it

is covered, even to the end of the '' conical point," with the

sponge-structure, especially the little dermal plumose spicule,

though I cannot detect the " spinicruces " in any part of the

cord or sponge-head above the place indicated.

Moreover, where the Polype is present, it is the sarcodic

layer immediately in contact with the cord which is so densely

charged with those beautiful little spined s(;xradiates, and
which, in some instances, evidently extends downwards beyond
the integument of the Polype ; so that altogether the Polype
must be considered to have no part in their production, while
the "spinicruces" must therefore be viewed as the hexactinellid

form of spicule (with its variations) peculiar to the sarcodic

investment of the cord.

Laharia kemisj^Jifvrica, Gray. PI. XXII. fig. 3.

This species has already been described by Mr. H. J. Carter

('Annals,' 1873, ser. 4, vol. xi. p. 275), from the sponge named
by the late Dr. J. E. Gray in his communication published

in the same volume at page 235. !Mr. Carter, however, soon
became aware that the specimen placed in his hands for de-
scription was not in its natural state ; and tlie discovery that

the brush-like appendage apparently growing out from the

centre of the base had been artificially placed there, and was
made up of spicules belonging to quite another species, led

him to think that the Avhisker-like spicules standing out froin

the sides of this specimen of Laharia were probably also a

native's fancy. It is fortunate therefore that a good specimen
lias now been brought to this country, with the anchoring-

spicules in situ, and without the " fraudulent tuft " wdiich the

British-Museum sponge possesses. In Mr. Carter's descrip-

tion, the "locality" whence Dr. Meyer's sponge was
obtained is thus stated, viz. " Unknown, from Singapore;"
but it was subsequently observed by Dr. 3.1eyer ('Annals,'

1874, ser. 4, vol. xiii. p. 66) that it was procured " from the

reefs in the sea near the village of Talisay, on the island of

Cebu, Philippine Islands;" and in explanation of the arti-

ficial condition of the sponge, in a letter to Dr. Gray {ibid.

p. 188), he explains that his " ]\Ialay boy was charged with
the business," and that " he or the fishermen may have done
the mischief." Dr. Meyer does not seem to have been present

when the specimen was got up ; but he adds that it was
obtained from the same ground as ^' Mei/erina clavceformit,

Crateromorpha Meyer i, and Iiossella plii/ippinensis.^^
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As rognnls llie pivsi-iit cxampK', the only iiitorination i^ivcii

is that it was obtained by divinij:, <>rt' the ishmd ot" Cebu ; but

it is in a natural state, and lias not l)een tani])ercd with like

the British-Musouui specimen.

In form it is like a small bird's nest the bottom of which
is flat, with a well-defined edge ; the sides are rounded ; and
the sponge attains its greatest diameter al)out one third of the

way down from the edge of the hollow of the nest, towards

the base. The entire surface, inside and outside (speaking as

of a nest), is a network of spicules : that of the sides of the nest,

being a close reticulation, is no doubt " pore-area ;" whilst that

of the hollow of the nest is a very much more open network,

and must be considered "vent-area," as has been slated 1)y

Mr. II. J. Carter in the ])aper to which I have already alluded.

The structure covered by the surface- reticulation, as seen through

this network, is a strongly woven-together mass of spicules,

pierced with large and small passages leading directly from

the outside to the inside. These passages or canals are largest

towards the base of the sponge, where they are ovate in form,

and measure in diameter half an inch by a quarter ; they gra-

dually diminish in calibre and lose their oval shape, becoming
circular towards the upper edge of the nest. The surface-

reticulation is closest round the edge of the hollow ; and
from this edge stands up a thin broken line of erect spi-

cules of irregular height, varying from :}- to f of an inch.

The rounded sides of the sponge, chiefly where it assumes

its greatest diameter, are furnished with whisker-like bundles

of long spicules, which issue from circular holes the edges

of which are slightly raised, each bundle consisting of a

dozen or more spicules, many of which are broken short off

and very few are entire. Around the circumference of the

base are arranged loose fascicles of anchoring-spicules from

3 to 4 inches in length and liaving a diameter of about ^ an

inch measuring along the edge of the base, by 4 to § of an

inch across it. A few scattered short sjjicules project here

and there from the base generally ; but there are no bundles

other than those around its edge ; and therefore the sponge is

without any thing like the " fraudulent tuft " stuck into the

Britisli-^Iuseum specimen, or occujn'ing its position. The
bundles of anchoring-spicules, whilst the s])onge was in a

living state, no doubt grew straight down from its base into

the bottom of the sea ; but they are now twisted under it, in

consequence of the sponge having been placed to dry in the

position in which it a])pears in the Plate.

The anchoring-spicules are of one kind only, viz. smooth,

fusiform, terminating at the free end in two opposite hooks

;
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tlieiT, arc no spincd forms, from wliicli it must Ix- inferred

that tlie spincd anclioriiig-spiciilcs noticed by ^Ir. Carter in

his description of the British-^luscum sponge belonged to

a ''' Meycrina clav<vformis^'' as well as the bunch of spicules

forming the " fraudulent tuft," and had been caught up acci-

dentally, if not purposely stuck on to the specimen. The
smooth anchoring-spicule which is the one proj)er to the

species is a fine hair-like s})icule, 3 to 4 inches in lengtii

;

it taj)ers fronr its middle to a fine point at its fixed end, and

also gradually diminishes to within a short distance of its free

end, measuring there only 1- 1000th of an inch, after which

it rpiickly becomes flat, with a breadth of l-300tli of an inch,

and ends in two opi)Osite hooks, recurved like the flukes of

an anchor, as flgured by Mr. Carter (^Annals/ 1873, ser. 4,

vol. xii. pi. xiv. flg. 2), the entire spread of the anchor

measuring l-45th of an inch (Pi. XXTI. fig. 3 a).

The spicules of the whisker-like tufts are plain, fusiform,

in length about 3^ inches, with a diameter of 8-500ths of an

inch at the middle or thickest part.

The spicules of the erect fringe round the labrum, all more
or less broken at the free end, are also fusiform, and, as they

exist at present, are smooth throughout ; but there is an apjjear-

ance of spines on some towards the free end, and therefore

in their perfect state they may perhaps be furnished with short

conical spines towards the points. The largest are about one

inch long, with a diameter in the middle of l-ToOth of an

inch.

The spicules of the surface-reticulation are of four kinds :

—

1, large nail-like spicules (that is, smooth pointed shafts) with

four equally smooth arms projecting opposite or at right angles

to each other from the heads of the shafts, the arms inclined

slightly downwards or inAvards ; these spicules are of various

sizes, from the large form, plainly visible to the unassisted

sight, down to others of microscopic minuteness
; the shafts

of tlie larger spicules are \ an inch in length ; the amis may
be the same, but most frequently they are of different lengths

;

and sometimes one of them is blunt, not at all pointed, and
not more than 1-1 2th of an inch long; the shafts and arms
measure at the cross about l-48th of an inch in diameter

;

2, long, slender, acerate spicules, thickly covered with short

sharp s|)ines, all pointing towards one and the same end of

the shaft; 3, smooth aceratcs, with the cros-> on the central

canal ; 4, plumose spicules of shapes intermediate between
one with a very thick shaft, short and bushy-looking, with
long, strong, bluntly ended arms (PI. XXII. fig. 5), and
another with small, short, fine arms and a long feather-like
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sliaft (fi,L,^ 7) ; the crucial anu.s of which, thickly studded with

short obtusely pointed s})ines, are bent downwards, as if to

embrace or tit to the arms of the large spicules on which thej

rest.

The strongly woven-togcther basketwork of the interior, as

seen through the investing network, is composed of: —smooth

spicules of the sexradiate type (that is, aceratc with sinij)ly

a central cross indicating their hexaetinellid character) ; acerate,

with four tubercles at tlie middle of the shaft ; sparsely spined

acerates, the spines bent towards the middle of the spicule
;

four-rayed, tive-rayed, and six-rayed spicules, the long arms

of which are bent together in all varieties of ways ; amongst

these are large and small eight-armed ^'birotulates" with dome-
shaped heads, and some very minute ones ; small sexradiate

spicules, the arms of which are furnished towards the free end

with three, four, or five long spines projecting in the direction

of the free end of the arm, but soon becoming bent outwards

(fig. 14) ; also a small acerate spicule in great abundance

peculiar to the species, furnished Avith fine spines not very

close together, all of wliich are bent towards one end of the

spicule, increasing in length along one third of the spicule

(viz. from the end /)-o»« which they look), and tlien gradually

diminishing again from this point to the other end of the

shaft (fig. 11) ; and plumose spicules in great variety.

Size : —extreme transverse diameter 4h by 4 inches ; depth

3^ inches ; diameter of hollow at the labrum 3| by 3 inches
;

depth of hollow 1^ inch ; diameter of base 3 by 2f inches
;

length of bundles of anchoring-spicules 3 to 3i inches.

JIab. Marine.

Loc. Cebu, Philippine Islands.

Obs. The position of the large smooth nail-like spicules is

readily seen in the figure, which is drawn from a photograph of

the sponge ; and the elevations and depressions on the surface,

caused by their arms being slightly bent inwards towards the

shaft, are also easily observed. The large areas enclosed by
the arms of these large spicules crossing each other are sub-

divided again and again by smaller spicules of the same foi-m
;

and the fine network so caused has no doubt suj)ported the

dermal sarcode, stretched membrane-like upon it and pierced

with pores. But this sarcode does not now^ exist in this mem-
branous form, having apparently contracted round the lines of

spicules forming this dermal reticulation, and thus left holes

bordered by spicules, which were filled up by pores respectively

circumscribed by sarcode. The plumose s})icules are all seen

about the lines of the network ; and if they have ever rested
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on the membranous sarcode, a.s in the British-Museum speci-

men (in the way described by ^Ir. Carter), they have been
drawn in to the arms of the other spicules by the contraction

of the sarcode.

Remarls hij Mr. Cakter.

The SY)Cc'imcn of Laburia hemis-jylurrica above described and
figured by Mr. Higgin is fortunately so well preserved that

there can be no doubt of its being in a natural state, viz. un-
affected by destructive influences or tampering of any kind,

as that which I described belonging to the British Museum
('Annals,' 1873, ser. 4, vol. xi. p. 275) ; hence it serves well

to correct that description.

That "cat's-whisker-like " groups of spicules do project

from the sides of Lobar ia hemisjjJtcerica as normal appendages
there can now be no doubt

;
and that the anchoring-spicules

with S2)ined shafts are abnormal may be inferred from their

entire absence in ^Mr. Iliggin's specimen. AV e must therefore

conclude that the latter belonged to the " fraudulent tuft

"

of anchoring-spicules from Mei/erina clnvcpformis, which had
been thrust into the base of the British-Museum specimen.
And for this I am well prepared, seeing that in my figures

of the stipposed anchoring-spicules with spined shaft from
Labaria hemisp/tferica, and the real one from Mei/erina davce-

formis respectively that I have figured ('Annals,' 1873, vol. xii.

pp. 467, 468, pi. xiv. figs. 1 & 3), it is stated and shown that

the differences between these two spicules are " too slight

for specific distinction."

Further, it now appears to me that, while the shafts of the

anchoring-spicules oi Labaria hemisphoirica and of the genus
Rossella are all smooth, those of Ilyalonema &c. are all spined

;

and that the latter only appear to be sometimes smooth
from the spines being continued upwards from the free end
for a less distance in some than in others, whereby when the

spined ends are broken off (which is often the case) there is an
appearance of two forms, viz. one sjjined and the other

smooth. Hence the mistake.

EXPLANATIONOF TIIE PLATES.

Platk XXL
Fiy. \. Hyalonema cehuense, Iliggin, after a photograph by Robinson and

Thompson, rather less than half the actual size : a, the investing
latticework ; b, portion denuded of the latticework, which has
been destroyed by a parasitic fungus attacking the sarcode which
supported and connected the spicules.
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Fi(j.2. Portion of dermal latticework, sliowinj; tlio relative position of
the spicules of which it is comuosed : a a a ti, arms of larjre

nail-like spicule ; sss, shafts of tlie same ; d, sarcode stretched

across the mesh
; p, pores ; c, feathered spicules (no. 6) in silu.

Dia^'rammatic.

Fi(/. .'>. Sparsely spined acerate spicule, the spines pointing towards the
middle of the spicule.

Fiff. 4. Crucial spicule, with points of amis barbed like a harpoon.
Fi(/. o. Small se\radiate spicule, the arms spined towards their ex-

tremities ; the spines bent upon themselves, poiutiii<^ towai'ds

the ends of the arms.

Fiff. C. Slender birotulatewith eifjrht arms at each end, the shaft studded
with short blunt spines throu^rhout its entire lenjrth.

Fit/. 7. Minute birotulate <renerally with eight arms at each end, in yieat

quantities thniughout the sponge.

Fiff. 8. Crucially headed plumose spicule of the latticework.

Fig. 9. Free end of one of tlie spicules of the glass rope.

Fiff. 10. Free end of one of the spicules of tlie glass rope of a Japanese
lltiahnevia, in the possession of the Liverpool Free Museum
(no. 10. 9, 08. 1).

Plate XXII.

Fiff. 1. Large acerate spicule fi-om surface of Ilyahtnema cebucnsf, similar

to tliat found in the stem of Cnitcroitiorji/ia Meffcri ; it is also

found in Hyalonema SiihoUUi, not, lutwever, on the surface,

but in the interior structure round the cord. It measures
about 4-12ths of an inch in length by 1-OOth in its broadest

part.

tiff. '2. '• Spinicrucial " spicule fiom base of sponge-head oi Hyaloneina
cehtieiisc, in gi-eat quantitv about the cord ; length of each aim
4-oOOths to 5-oOOths of an inch.

Fiff. 3. Litbaria hemispJufrica, Gray, after a photogi-aph by Robinson and
Thompson.

Fit/. 3 A. Anchonng-spicnle oi Laharia hemisjihcerica, di'awn to the scale

of 1-oOOth to l-8th of an inch.

Fiff. 4, Large nail-like spicule from the surface-reticuhitiou of the same.
Shaft A an inch in length, with a diameter of l-48th of an inch

at the head; length of arms i, 5, \, 5 inch respectively.

Fiys. 5-7. Plumose spicules, extreme forms, there being many varieties

of intermediate shape ; measuring from i-oOUths to lO-oOOths
of an inch in height or length of plumose shaft.

Fiffs. 8-14. Someof the spicules of the general structure : 8, 0, 10 measure
on an average 1-lOth of an inch in length; 11 is peculiar to

the species, and measures generally 8-oUOtlis of an inch in

length ; 12 and l."i are drawn to the scale, viz. l-jOOth to l-8th

of an inch (13 supposed to be an immature form of 12);
14 measures 3-oOOths of an inch from the point of one arm to

the point of the arm opposite.


